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JSC Congresses 2011
 & Second Strike  

Too frequently student conferences include participants from just 
a handful of students per school and do not engage the wider 

student populations. This is then promoted as being ‘the voice of 
young people’ – and this approach needs to be challenged. A further 
challenge for conference organisers is to off er students a decision 
making process that is at both legitimate and instructive. The Junior 
School Council Congress was created by Second Strike in 2008 to 
address these challenges.

 Before each Congress, student 
delegates were required to conduct an 
opinion survey of at least 20 students in their 
school, other than themselves, around the 
topic of the Congress: 21st Century Learning, 
the Environment, and Public Planning. They 
were then charged with the responsibility of 
representing those opinions in the formal 
Congress session, which is itself modelled 
on Parliamentary procedures.

 This year Second Strike and the Victorian 
Department of Education and Early Childhood 
Development entered into a collaboration to 
deliver several JSC Congress sessions across 
Victoria. The fi rst was held in the Eastern 
Metropolitan Region at the start of September, 
then one in the Western Metropolitan Region 
in mid-September, in Northern Metropolitan 
Region and in Hume Region (based in 
Benalla) towards the end of September. The 
culmination of the process came with a fi nal 
State JSC Congress held in the lower house of 
State Parliament in November.

 Thanks to the extensive support of 
the Department of Education and Early 
Childhood Development, each Congress 
was free for participants.

 Altogether, the Congress process 
involved 583 student delegates from 60 
schools, surveying over 3000 students 
(many delegates did not stop when 
they reached 20 responses).  54 motions 
were formally debated in these Congress 
sessions and a further 350 proposals were 
submitted. Though there was insuffi  cient 
time to consider all of these within the 
Congresses, they will be included in the 
formal report for future discussions.

 The formal Congress sessions were 
a culmination of many workshops and 
activities during these days. Getting-
to-know-you activities, skill training 
workshops, opportunities to practise 
public speaking and workshops to share 
survey results, were all included. Some 
delegates gave formal presentations on 

the topic of the day, while many made 
speeches for or against the proposals within 
the Congress sessions.

 One of the most enjoyable parts of 
Congress has been watching students 
develop ideas and arguments for action 
that would be eff ective on their topic – and 
then attempt to persuade the delegates to 
vote for their proposal.

 In the following pages, the outcomes 
of each Congress are briefl y described: some 
compiled survey results, some of the motions 
that were discussed, some evaluation com-
ments and some of the brainstormed Puzzle 
Piece ideas. But this is just a small segment  
of all of these! To explore the Congress 
resolutions in full, view the report online at:  
www.second-strike.com

The Puzzle Piece Activity:

This activity is to encourage creative 
thinking about what students could 
change or create in schools. Each 
student was issued a large ‘puzzle 
piece’ on which to write one idea. 
The puzzle pieces were then linked 
together on the wall to form an 
ever increasing montage of ideas. 
The ideas didn’t necessarily have to 
be realistic, but they formed a great 
starting point for action.
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Some Eastern Region motions proposed:

That all schools should have interactive whiteboards in every classroom.  (Katie)

That individual school should spend some money towards canteens to include 
wider varieties of items to people’s dietary requirements and home grown vegies.  
(Chinmay)

That teachers should have a day to learn about the new technology before it gets 
installed in class rooms. (Olivia Crofts)

That government/councils should do something about housing prices because 
the prices are going up by so much every year. How are we going to buy our 
houses? (Victoria Ling Tori)

That we should have the option to listen to music with one earphone while doing 
work. (Chirag/Aaron)

That school should plant more trees to bring more wild life into the schools and 
make schools a more welcome and inviting place. (Sarah/Jaz)

That the government should allow schools more money for new and upgraded 
technology. (Ben Travers)

That schools should, instead of computers, have i-pads, since i-pads have many 
more learning advantages, such as maths programs, academic programs, i-book, 
entertainment for spare time, and many other learning advantages. It also can 
connect to projectors and have programs like Microsoft Word. (Jack Donovan)

That governments/teachers should have monitors for cleaning up rubbish 
because there is too much rubbish in the school yard. Teachers on yard duty 
should watch out for kids dropping their rubbish and if they drop rubbish, they 
should get a talking to. (Anarra Hume)

That schools should have more soccer equipment. (Kyle Steele)

That students should have a quiet room to relax and concentrate. (Sam Hamilton)

That schools should have skate parks for students. (Matt Pham)

That school should have swimming lessons for all year levels so kids can learn 
how to swim when they are young. It will help people so if they are in trouble in 
the water they won’t drown. (Toni O’Sullivan)

That celebrities should come to schools and talk in depth about what they do. 
(Riley Fisher)

That Junior School 
Council should have 15 
minutes after assembly 
so that JSC can speak to 
each student to let them 
have a say and speak 
their opinion. (Hannah 
Clifton)

That schools should give 
the children, parents or 
teachers the chance to 
vote on all things, so that 
we’re not just improving 
stuff  that the staff  that 
were getting stuff  that 
everyone wants to have 
and we’re all happy but not getting stupid stuff  like an Olympic swimming pool. 
(Elisa Maree Lorna Bradley)

That the government should supply the schools with better internet. (Jack Sadler)

That students should be equipped with some sort of technology to learn with or 
allowed to bring their own technology under their responsibility. (Sam Hamilton)

That the government should provide public primary schools with i-pads because 
it can boost the education of public schools. It will be easier to control and more 
exciting. (Locky Bray)

Quick Ideas: Puzzle Pieces
· Gaga ball stadium

· Teach students other things. More advanced students 
harder things

·      Extension groups for those who are far ahead

·      MCG size ground, water slide, roller coasters

·      A day of activities of your choice

· Photo shot/photos everyday, a parade of some sort, 
growing plants, cooking

· Encourage all children to complete given homework

·      A day where we have a day of technology: i-pads, laptops

· Use computers for writing all your work on there and use 
books for research so you are still smart enough. Donate 
things you don’t need.

·      Puzzle games, fun learning, less students so new kids don’t 
get scared, music in class rooms, more acting/drama

·  Give old phones or electronics to recycle, not the trash or 
dump, recycle all electronics

·      Use less paper and make sure you recycle recyclable 
papers and cardboards

·  I think students should have a room where they can learn 
the way they want to

·      More growing of vegetables and fruit for schools

·      Make our classes outside

·      Help children with disabilities

·      Schools to use more recyclable equipment

·      Money for students that don’t miss school

·      For round robin you could have 4 squares cause everyone 
likes it

·      Help children who are deaf or blind

JSC Congress: Eastern Region

21st century learning: what should it look like ...

Video surveillance in school/classrooms stops people from 
behaving badly.

Do you think cyber-bullying is a big issue in your school?
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Some Student Responses

What was the best part of the conference for you?

“Getting up and representing the school”; 
“Listening to all the opinions”; “I enjoyed 
sharing my point of view of various motions 
and trying to persuade the voters”; “Hearing 
from people about the things that they would 
like to happen in the formal parliamentary part 
of congress”; “Speaking in front of my peers”; 
“The formal congress, games and activities”; 
“I would have to say the formal parliamentary 
part of congress was the best part for me; I 
really enjoyed learning other students’ opinions 
and being able to say mine”; “All day because 
I interacted with other students and had my 
own say”; “Having my opinion in congress: I 
enjoyed expressing what I had to say”.

Suggestions to improve the Congress?

“Have more time for more motions”; “Not to talk 
while others are talking”; “Quicker discussion 
and longer congress”; “Have more time for 
more motions: less questions and speakers”; 
“Shorten the parliament part of congress and 
put more a bit more fun into it”; “Make more 
time so everyone could speak”.

Recommend this to other students in your school?

“I think [this is a] once in a life time opportunity 
and it would be good for other people to 
get a chance”; “There are a lot of shy people 
at my school and this will be good for their 
confi dence”; “Why! Because it is a really 
good time to like interact with students 
from other schools”; “You get to build your 
skills and improve confi dence, sharing my 
opinion was fun and made me feel like I 
was a part of something and particularly felt 
accomplishing”.

Some of the motions proposed:
That primary schools should have a L.E.A.P. 
program so you can have more advanced 
students in the same class so they can 
all work at the same level or pace.  (Liam 
Blundell)

That the schools should un-ban rugby, but 
not anyone is allowed to play, therefore the 
students who want to play have to bring 
back a note saying they can play from their 
parents because parents are scared for their 
kids.  (Mal Joud)

That the government should provide net 
books for grade 5 to 6s, so parents can rent 
them for a year and also included in the book 
pack. (Sophia Deng)

That the schools should not allow composite 
class rooms and we should be split with our 
year level. For example there are four grades of 
1-2s: why can’t we make a grade 1 class and a 
grade 2 class? We would only use two teachers 
and two classrooms. (Katelynn Pearce)

That the Department of Education and the 
government should make more subjects 
that would forward you to a career path be 
compulsory – such as: vocal music, music, 
dance, arts and multimedia. The reason 
why is because I would love a career path in 
music but I fi nd my school isn’t helping me. 
(Taylor Bonanno)

That the government should ban live exports 
to Indonesia because the way they kill the 
cattle is animal cruelty. But if they don’t ban 
it they should at least show them how to kill 
a cow.  (Chenoa Moraes)

That government should make swimming 
compulsory to all schools starting from grade 
2 till 6. I think you shouldn’t wait until high 
school for school carnivals and swimming 
events. The reason why I want this to go 
on because many deaths are caused by 
drowning.  (Adriana Kastis)

That the government should make sure that 
all schools have specialized rooms. ie art 
room, science lab etc.  (Julie Nguyen)

That teacher should have the last hour of 
school to put towards a game more likely 
on Friday last hour to fi nish with a bang.  
(Katelynn Pearce)

Puzzle Piece Ideas
• We could buy lots of books for our reading corner
• I would get new equipment for sports, art and 

other activities
• I would buy diff erent types of fruit and veggies 

seeds to grow and sell in our canteen
• Playground for high school children
• Cafeteria in front of canteen for better seating
• Good Junior School Council congress room
• If my school received $1000 I would like to buy 

more recycling bins
• We can have a fundraiser for the homeless by 

sleeping outdoors with your friends
• If you had $1000 I would get more tables and 

chairs
• I would get more electronics for the school or 

charity
• Help out the children’s hospital because the 

children’s hospital is a foundation that needs help

JSC Congress: Western Region

Nine schools from the Western 
Metropolitan Region participated in 

the Junior School Congress at Westwaters 
Hotel on Tuesday 13th September 2011.

 Approximately 90 students from Years 
5, 6 and 7 met to learn how meetings in 
Parliament are run and how motions are 
written, moved, discussed and passed. We 
were given an opportunity to express our 
ideas and thoughts on how to improve 
what’s happening in our schools. 

 The day was divided into four 
parts. Two workshops were held in 
the morning and one was held after 
morning tea.  Some of the workshops 
included Public Speaking, Event 
Management, Controlling a Meeting and 
Getting To Know You. The last session 
was the Formal Congress where we had 
the opportunity to move our motions. 

 In the Public Speaking workshop, 
we had to talk on any topic in front of 
a group, and were given constructive 
feedback on our public speaking skills. 
We were given tips on how to talk 
without staring  at people, controlling 
our nerves, being more fl uent, using 
hand gestures and body posture, 
bringing personal examples into the 
speech, scanning the room and where 
to stand to make the best impact.

 During the Event Management 
workshop, we had to think about how 
we would manage an event. We had to 
think about all the things we would need 
and do to run a successful event and then 
prioritise the steps from start to fi nish.

 In the Getting To Know You 
workshops, we met students from 
diff erent schools. The workshop helped 
us to relax by playing getting to know 
you games. Students shared information 
about themselves and their school.

 During the Formal Congress, some 
of us  got up to put forward our motions. 
Other students had the chance to ask 
questions about the motions and to 
support or oppose the motion.  At the 
end of each motion, the members of 
the congress voted for or against the 
motions.

 Participating in the Junior School 
Congress gave us the confi dence to 
speak in front of diff erent people, meet 
new people. It gave us a chance to have 
our say about how we can improve our 
school and learning in the 21st Century.

Lucy 5A, Naomi 5B, Abbey 6A, Gabby 6B, 
Priyanka 6C, Sam 7A, Cedya 7B, 

Briannan 7C,  Michael 7D, Billie 7E

what technology will do and should do for education...?
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Some Hume Region proposals:
That students should be able to make 
announcements over the speakers or TVs so 
people know of up-coming events. (Murry 
Filwood)

That the Department of Education should give 
all school with grade 5 and 6 students apple 
products such as i-pads and Mac-books. (Sarah)

That all students should be able to have 15 
minutes per day on all electronic devices to have 
for free time because a lot of apps are educational. 
(Sam Pell)

That parents and school should block facebook 
so only at home they can use it so parents can 
monitor the friends and past-times. (Molly B)

That Wandis PS should have at least one sport 
lesson that lasts as long as any other subject, once 
a week, so we can be active and we can do more 
things in sport rather than just a couple of games. 
(Daisy Clarke)

That all schools in the Hume Region should have 
a bigger and better play ground for all students to 
play on. (Lauren Browning)

That each student should have an i-
pad provided by the government and 
schools can help fund-raise for books, 
apps and cases. The students can use 
i-pads to learn more and increase their 
skills. The benefi ts of an i-pad are better 
learning, they’re faster than computers 
and you can carry them around easier 
than laptops. (Rose Lynne Waters)

That the school principal should make 
every child have their own desks to work 
on so children don’t get distracted. (WD 
Patterson)

That schools should get weather proof 
security cameras. (Gus McKenzie)

That teachers should not be able to keep students 
in at play or lunch. We do not think it should be 
used as a whole class punishment. (Cassandra S)

That we should have a full size basketball stadium 
and an oval the size of the MCG. (Caleb)

That we should have a TV in a place like a library or 
multi purpose room. (Cassandra)

That principal should give the students their own 
password for the computer. (Thomas H)

That the school/teachers should make students 
with mobiles give them to the offi  ce/teacher and 
collect them at the end of the day. (Ollie Widett)

That principal should block websites that are 
inappropriate, and images. (Charlie Hill)

That students should help with more 
responsibilities around the school and help out 
more with running the school. (Tayla Corbo)

That principals should completely ban cameras 
from school because it is distracting in class and 
you don’t need them and they’re a waste of time 
at school.  (Joe Rasmussen)

Puzzle Piece Ideas
·      Have an Italian food day

· To improve in our school I think if it’s either 
raining or really hot we should stay inside. 
We also should be able to get a trampoline

· Games room for when it’s hot, working 
canteen, trampoline, swimming pool, new 
bath rooms

·      Upgrade more technology in school

·      Make school camp cheaper

· 5/6 = massive pool, 3⁄4 = normal pool, 
P/1/2 = mini pool

·      More space on the tables and comfy chairs, 
more independent reading

·      A reading corner with cushions and good 
books

·      Fix the broken air vents in the MPS

· More work, longer days, i-pads in class, 
bigger oval, more passion project

· No school on Tuesday; no more cyber 
bullying

· If people wouldn’t leave rubbish every 
where

· I would like more teachers and more art 
sessions, I think we should get i-pads or 
laptops to keep when you reach grade 5 or 6

· Better internet connection would be 
great for us

·      Our teachers are awesome; art is fun

· I can improve my school by having a stronger 
behaviour plan for those who are naughty 

JSC Congress: Hume Region

What technology works best for me? 

• i-pad, internet, computer, smart board, 
more equipment, laptops

• Computer, internet, laptop, netbooks, 
i-pad on desk, reading corner, mobile 
phones, posters

• Computers, internet, smart board

• Mobile phones, i-pad, i-pod, computer, 
net book

• i-pad, mobile, internet, computer, smart 
board

• Laptops, i-pads, internet, smart boards, i-
pods, cameras, phones

• Phone, i-pod, smart board, internet, 
computer, internet apps

• Computers, smart board

• Computers, interactive whiteboards, 
netbook

• Smart board

• Computers and internet

• Laptops, computers and i-pads, mobile 
phones, all work for them

Describe what you would like in a really 
good classroom, eg equipment, spaces, 
furniture, activities etc 

• More sports games, everyone has a network, 
more comfortable chairs, laptops, i-pods. 
I would like a personal computer/laptop, 
plasma, i-pod each, everyone has a laptop

• Fun and learning, equipment to help learning, 
i-pod in each class, drink and food vending, 
i-pad each student, single desks, bean bags, 
more space, more sports equipment, leather 
seats, diff erent rooms for diff erent ...

• i-pods, more space, smart board, soft chairs, 
big tables, computers, pillows

• Bean bags, wide spaces, computers, own 
desks, i-pads, kitchen, digital clocks, cushions, 
coloured furniture, sports equipment, 
armchairs, class pet, reading corner, open 
classes, posters, books

• i-pads, i-pods, comfortable chairs, more 
bean bags, couch and cushions

• Each child should have their own computer

Do teachers at our school listen to student opinions?

Is student opinion important?

Is cyber-bullying is a big issue in our school?
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JSC Congress: Northern Region

The Environment: 
Northern Region Motions:
That schools should build worm farms so fruits 
can be composted and the wastes from the 
worms could be used for gardens. (Georgy)

That student leaders should encourage 
students to bring old phones to school then 
send them to the zoos. (Arshiya Merchant)

That all schools should get solar panels 
because it doesn’t use electricity. It uses our 
natural resources. (Bethany George)

That all schools should have a planting day 
every term and use recycled bottles to plant 
little plants in. (Chloe and Allen)

That the government should make any 
sign more understandable for preps. (Ethan 
Finnegan)

That principals should use the money in the 
budget to buy bins for general waste and 
recycling with little charts for prep/1 so they 
know what bins to put it in. (Jack Hoar)

That schools should buy plastic recycling 
bins. The bins should show which plastics can 
be put in with clear labels. (Shu Shu)

That schools should teach children what can 
be recycled with minimal harm and what 
should not be recycled. (Steven Wong)

That the Victorian government should fund all 
schools in Victoria so we can get solar panels. 
We want this to happen so we can save power 
and have a greener future. With the money we 
will save, we can get things like more water 
tanks, veggie patches and maybe even more 
sports equipment. (Dylan Beatie)

That all schools should have one hour a day 
where all computers are turned off , to save 
electricity. (Raheem Kenefi ck)

That all 
primary 
schools 
should have 
a rubbish 
free lunch 
day once a 
week where 
you use 
containers 
instead of 
paper and plastic bags. (Jack Shellnack)

That Findon Primary should have wind 
turbines so on windy days it can spin and 
help us save electricity. (Onn Khongnimit)

That some schools should share ideas with 
each other so we can all be on an even 
playing fi eld by saving energy, power etc. 
(Keeley Holter)

That all schools should construct art sculptures 
made out of recycling material eg a robot 
made out of coke bottles. (Jasmine Ivana)

Puzzle Piece Ideas

• Solar panels

• Plant more plants

• Pet in class

• Caretaker program

• 1 hour of any subject you would like to do

• People in our school being fi t or a holiday 
but at school

• Use less paper and recycle more

• Have lots more walk to school days

• I think we should have an art and design 
class or classes we can sign up for

• The water from the water tanks can be 
cleaned for water

• Have an annual wildlife 
search day in which students 
look for wildlife

• Placing a larger emphasis on 
wildlife conservation

• To do whatever you want for 
a day at school and no one 
can tell us what to do

• All the singers in the world to 
perform at our school

• Install energy saving things like solar 
panels or saving water, water tanks. 
Research/fi nd green chemistry

• No paper, everything online including 
assessment and reports

• Get a pet dragon to heat the school

• If I had 1 million dollars I would build a 
frog pond to save frogs

• We could have an environment class and 
install a lot more recycling bins

• Wind turbines

• To have a veggie patch and sell them to 
the community 

On Being Speaker at 
JSC Congress 2011

The nervous feeling – of all those eye 
looking at me – was daunting. I was 

there on behalf of the VicSRC (Victorian 
Student Representative Council), knowing 
this was a big role. On top of this, I had to 
set a good example for Second Strike who 
had off ered me this opportunity. This was 
my fi rst time at any Congress, undertaking 
the role of speaker.

 But, before I go on, I had better give 
you some background information on 
Congress. This is where motions are 
presented by students, debated, voted 
upon and either passed or defeated. 

 Students fi rst broke up into small 
groups, with their facilitator explaining the 
basic rules and procedures of Congress. 
Following this, students wrote their own 
motions (you could feel the anticipation 
of being called upon in the air). Congress 
offi  cially started when all students rose for 
the speaker (that was me) to announce the 
words: “I offi  cially open this Congress!”

 My role as speaker was to maintain 
order in the Congress. On this day I 
took great pride knowing I could show 
younger students I was only a few years 
older: giving them something to aspire to. 
Living in the 21st Century – are we really 
connected? and The Environment were 
the themes that united the motions that 
were debated, voted on and fi nally turned 
into resolutions (if they were passed). 

 The experience of this was both 
nervous yet exciting! There was a buzzing 
atmosphere in the room, with all the 
students slowly coming out of their shell 
and gaining confi dence to share ideas. 
I went from being nervous to feeling 
respected – much like the President!

Alexis Leonhardt
Bundoora Secondary College

Does your school have a waste 
reduction program in place?

Does your school have an environment group/club?

That schools and the government should 
raise money for a veggie patch and science 
room for all schools so they can study 
green chemistry. The veggie patch so that 
kids can learn that the veggies grow out of 
the ground and not the supermarket. This 
also is less toxic because the wrapping and 
the transport has toxins; this relates to the 
science room studying green chemistry 
helps because it reduces toxins. This is 
important because our world is full of toxins. 
Babies are born with toxins, shampoo, 
some pillows and computers have toxins. 
Toxins in lipstick and makeup. Some toxins 
are dangerous; they can cause damage to 
the brain and cause cancer. (Yalena)
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At this fi nal JSC Congress, students 
brainstormed issues in workshops and 
developed a total of 46 proposals. Of 
these, nine were discussed and fi ve agreed 
to. The motions discussed were:

• That the state government should 
install barrier fences in all train 
stations around Melbourne.  (Trent 
Ayling)  Carried

• That the state government should 
open designated vandalism areas, 
including old cars, walls and smashing 
zones. (Jess and Luca)  Defeated

• That every Primary School should build 
a vegie patch because it is healthy 
and people will learn to grow healthy 
food for when they are older. It will 
also help so the school doesn’t have 
many gardens. (Danielle S)  Carried

• That the School Council should 
involve the students in decision 
making at schools and hold regular 
student-teacher meetings to discuss 
changes/problems.  (Angelika 
Solomon)   Carried

• That Victorian government should 
create a state-wide road standard 
that focuses on improved safety for 
all road users in all areas. (Kahlia/Luke)   
Carried

• That the local council should put more 
bins around the suburb/town. (Alicia 
Brown)   Carried

• That state government should put 
more pet-friendly beaches and parks. 
(Lili Picciani)   Defeated

• That the government should start a 
junior SRC which should meet up 
around every second school term to 
discuss ideas and possible changes 
we could make. The reason we should 
have this is to hear students’ opinions. 
(Ella Clough)   Defeated

• That shires/councils should clean/do 
up buses/public transport and make 
them more appealing and get more 
people to use the transport, otherwise 
make public transport even more eco 
friendly. (Ruebi Smith)   Defeated

JSC Congress: Parliament House

On November 14th, the primary school student delegates to the State 
JSC Congress took over the Legislative Assembly in Parliament House, 

Melbourne. This Congress was offi  cially opened by Richard Bolt, Secretary of 
the Department of Education and Early Childhood Development and closed 
by Shadow Minister for Education Hon Rob Hulls. The Minister for Education, 
Hon. Martin Dixon, attended in the middle of the day and spent considerable 
time in the student workshops listening attentively to the students.

 The chief topic debated in this 
Congress, and the basis of the student-
run surveys prior to Congress, was 
young peoples’ input into local planning 
and community creation. Space is a 
big concern to students, along with 
environmental impact and safety. 

 Afterwards, students said the best 
thing was: “the friendly way I could 
express the things that need improving in 
my suburb”; “expressing my ideas and my 
community and knowing something will 
actually happen”; “we were able to see 

 The JSC Congress series will return in 2012 with 
even more vigour and be available to even more 
schools. Plans are underway to off er a JSC Congress 
within schools as well as across regions. For the full 
report of the JSC Congresses and more information on 
the process and future plans, contact Second Strike or 
check the website: www.second-strike.com

David Mould    info@second-strike.com 

what it was like in a room where all the 
laws were made” and “being able to share 
an opinion that will be passed on to the 
government”. They suggested that, in 
future, these Congresses should “try and 
fi t in more motions so everyone can be 
heard”. And they would recommend 
it to other students “because it would 
be inspiring [to be] representing your 
school while learning to build up your 
confi dence” ; “it is a great opportunity to 
express feelings and to listen to other 
students’ opinions”.
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